
Galley Proofs: Appendix TY (Orilique of Autopsy by Or. Wecht) (Neagher 8/30/47) 

Page 106, last sentence 

This sentence should be qualified. As it now stands, if is not Liternliy 

correct. It is correct in the context of the single-missile, lone~sssassin 

theory of the Warren Report. © Perheps all that is needed is te add at the very 

end, some phrase like "as the Werren Comaission concluded.” 

Page 107, paragrarh 2 
The second sentence ("Somewhat loter in his testimony Homes specks as if 

the photos an! Hays had been developed ard were used in the course of the 

autopsy.") should cite the relevant pace in 2H. I have to question whether 

the statement is correct. umes says on page 372, ac he said on page 351, 

that the thotegraphs were turned over to the Secret Service in their cassettes 

unexposed and that he had "not seen any of them since. This is the chobosgraphs. 

The Z-rays were developed in our xray department on the spot that evening, 

because we bad to see those right then as part of our examination...” 

On page 364, Humes states that at Finck!s suggestion, the body was X-rayed 

in tote ("those were exetined by ourselves and by the radiclocist who assisted 

us in this endeavor") and that "they showed no evidence of a missile in the 

President's body at any point." In the Licht of this categorical statement, 

I doubt if Necht can justifiably say that "there is conflicting testimony as 

to whether such X-Rays wore developed and used on November 22,."% He then 

suggests that if they were used, the two Bethesda patholocists (iimes and 

Boswell) might not have interpreted then correctly. But the implication of 
Humest testimony on page 364 is that Finck and the radiolovist as well as 

Boswell and Humes himself exemined the X-rays of the total body. 

i think that the whole parssraph should be revised in the lieht of Hanes! 

testimony on pages 36) end 372, since it seems indisputable thet the X-rays were 

developed, and examined (almost certainly) by Finck as well as the ether tyo 

autopsy surgeons. The possibility waild still remain, however, that the y-rays 

were not properiy read and that a bullet or bullets may have remained ursietected 
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in the body.



Galley Proofs, Six Seconds in Dallas, pages 69-103 

Page 69, Para. 5, line 17: 

Line 20; 

Pare 70, Line 3: 

line 5; 

Page 71, para. 7, lime 7s 

Pace 78, Line 17 

Page 82, cuestion 2: 

Page 89, line 2h: 

Page 89, para. 2, line 3: 

Page 91, Sth line from botton: 

Page 101, line 5: 

Page 102, para. 2, Line 1h; 
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